From: JLI Legal Team
Date: June 29, 2016
Re:
Bioengineering definition in Stabenow-Roberts Compromise
I. Question
What kinds of foods could be excluded from the definition of bioengineering included in the
compromise GE labeling bill released by Senators Stabenow (D-Mich.) and Roberts (R-Kans.) on
June 23, 2016?
II. Short answer
Without greater clarification, the definition could exclude a significant number of foods or food
ingredients from labeling, including foods made with GE beet sugar, GE soy oils, or even high
fructose corn syrup.
III. Analysis
a. Definition
The proposed labeling bill defines bioengineering as follows:
1) Bioengineering.—The term ‘bioengineering’, and any similar term, as determined by
the Secretary, with respect to a food, refers to a food—
(A) That contains genetic material that has been modified through in vitro
recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) techniques; and
(B) For which the modification could not otherwise be obtained through
conventional breeding or found in nature.1
For a food to be considered genetically engineered it must meet the criteria in both subparts (A)
and (B). Unfortunately, many foods that have been produced with genetic engineering would not
meet both requirements and would not have to be labeled under this proposal.
In technical assistance dated June 27, 2016, the Food and Drug Administration underscored this
point. Specifically, it explained that, “the definition of ‘bioengineering’ would result in a
somewhat narrow scope of coverage” which “will likely mean that many foods from GE sources
will not be subject to this bill.”2
b. The food must “contain” modified genetic material
The requirement in subsection (A) actually has two parts: the food must contain the genetic
material and the genetic material must have been modified through recombinant DNA (rDNA)
techniques. The subparts are looked at separately in this memo.
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Subpart (A) may require that a food still contain the genetic material that was modified in order to
be bioengineered. If so, this excludes some methods of genetic engineering and also foods that do
not retain detectable amounts of genetic material after processing, even if those foods were
derived from genetically engineered crops.
In April 2016, the USDA approved a white button mushroom that was edited with a controversial
gene-editing tool called CRISPR/Cas9 to reduce browning.3 The mushroom was modified, not by
adding new DNA to the mushroom, but rather by small deletions of a specific gene.4 Because no
genes were added to the food, one could argue that these mushrooms do not “contain” modified
genetic material. Therefore, they might fall outside the scope of the definition and would not have
to be labeled.
Additionally, processed food ingredients derived from genetically modified crops often no longer
contain detectable amounts of the genetically modified gene. The FDA, in its technical assistance,
notes that oil made from GE soybeans would not have any detectable genetic material in it, nor
would GE starches or purified proteins.5 The genetic modification may also removed when sugar
is derived from GE sugar beets.6 Products made with sugar from those GE sugar beets may no
longer contain the modified genetic material and would likely be excluded. Even high fructose
corn syrup, which makes up a large part of GE field corn used in food, may not have detectable
levels of modified DNA.7
c. The genetic material must have been modified through recombinant DNA techniques
The second part of subsection (A) requires that the genetic material contained in the food be
modified through recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (rDNA) techniques—a process that brings
together genetic material from multiple sources. This greatly narrows the scope of genetic
engineering techniques covered by the bill and excludes new technologies like CRISPR gene
editing that would not be considered rDNA. It also fails to allow for potential future advances in
biotechnology. If the industry shifts away from rDNA, even fewer foods derived from genetic
engineering may fall under this proposal’s labeling requirements.
This narrow scope is also a departure from the approach taken by state GE labeling bills and the
Codex Alimentarius, which included a much broader range of biotechnologies.
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For example, Vermont’s GE labeling law uses the following definition:
“Genetic engineering” is a process by which a food is produced from an organism or
organisms in which the genetic material has been changed through the application of:
(A) in vitro nucleic acid techniques, including recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) techniques and the direct injection of nucleic acid into cells or organelles; or
(B) fusion of cells (including protoplast fusion) or hybridization techniques that
overcome natural physiological, reproductive, or recombination barriers, where the donor
cells or protoplasts do not fall within the same taxonomic group, in a way that does not
occur by natural multiplication or natural recombination.8
The Codex Alimentarius, or “Food Code,” developed by the World Health Organization to
develop harmonized food standards9, uses the following definitions:
genetically engineered/modified organisms. The following provisional definition is
provided for genetically/modified organisms. Genetically engineered/modified organisms,
and products thereof, are produced through techniques in which the genetic material has
been altered in a way that does not occur naturally by mating and/or natural
recombination.
Techniques of genetic engineering/modification include, but are not limited to:
recombinant DNA, cell fusion, micro and macro injection, encapsulation, gene deletion
and doubling. Genetically engineered organisms will not include organisms resulting from
techniques such as conjugation, transduction and hybridization.10
Both Vermont and the Codex Alimentarius clearly include direct injection, cell fusion and
hybridization among other techniques. The Codex definition also says that the genetic
engineering techniques “include, but are not limited to” the methods listed in its definition. This
leaves room for interpretation and also new technologies. Both Vermont and the Codex
definitions also focus on modification that occurs in a way that does not occur through natural
mating or recombination- emphasizing the mixing of genetic traits that wouldn’t occur naturally.
The Codex definition also explicitly includes gene deletion, which would cover gene editing
technologies like the CRISPR modification used to stop mushrooms from browning.
d. The modification could not have otherwise be obtained through conventional breeding
or found in nature
Subpart (B) means that a food would not have to be labeled if the genetic modification “could
not” have been obtained through traditional breeding or found in nature. Vermont’s GE labeling
law and the Codex Alimentarius, which focus on mating, multiplication, or recombination that
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would not occur naturally, the Stabenow-Roberts proposal instead focuses on modifications that
could not be “found in nature.” Because the modifications utilized in biotechnology are often
found in nature, a narrow read of this provision could exempt nearly all GE foods from labeling.
As the FDA points out in its technical assistance, “[i]t may be difficult to demonstrate that a
particular modification could not be obtained through conventional breeding (or even that it could
not occur in nature).”11
For example, crops like corn and sugar beets designed to be herbicide-resistant may fall outside
the scope of this definition because herbicide resistance can develop naturally.12 The EPSPS gene,
which makes crops resistant to glyphosate, is found in nature,13 potentially exempting those crops
from labeling. Likewise, so-called Bt crops also likely would be excluded from GMO labeling. Bt
stands for “Bacillus thuringiensis,” and is a bacteria that naturally produces a crystal protein that
is toxic to pests.14 Bt crops are crops like corn that have been genetically engineered to produce
this same toxin to ward off pests.15 Because Bt genetic material is found in nature, Bt crops like
corn may fall outside the scope of this requirement and would not be subject to labeling.
IV. Conclusion
Without greater clarification, the definition of bioengineering in the Stabenow-Roberts proposal
could be read very narrowly to exempt many GE foods from the rest of the proposal’s labeling
requirements.
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